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Abstract This paper presents new topology using soft switching to improve performance of shunt active power
filter (SAPF). The proposed inverter can be used without employing Snubber capacitor under Zero voltage switching
and high frequency conditions. To create ZVS conditions for the switches in this converter, an auxiliary circuit is
used that includes two IGBT and LC resonant circuit. Soft switching causes the effective improvement of active
filter performance and lowers stress voltage level effectively and the strokes of switch voltage as well as decrease of
EMI emission reduction. In addition, the new topology will eliminate the problem of reverse recovery of diode of
components body, and in addition, voltage stress on the PI controller, will greatly reduce used in power active filter.
Today, with advances in power electronic technology and increasing use of power converters and other non-linear
loads in the harmonics industry existing in the power system have largely increased that from the adverse effects of
harmonics, the losses increase and incorrect performance of power lines equipment and interferential issues of waves
can be named in telecommunication lines. Power active filters are used to eliminate harmonics of current and voltage.
Numerous method of performance that use an active auxiliary circuit to help the main switch of a PWM modulated
converter switch on with zero voltage switching have been proposed. These methods reduce switching losses in the
main power switch, reduce reverse-recovery losses in the main power diode, and reduce EMI in the converter.
Although closely all previously proposed auxiliary circuits include only a single active switch because of cost, but
this paper used Two-switch auxiliary circuits for ZCS-PWM converters are usually used in high current
applications..By the way to simulate this topology has been used of MATLAB and CADENCE softwares.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the increase of non-linear loads, have
caused undesirable phenomenon in performance of power
systems. These loads have non-linear impedance to the ac
current and their current waveform gets distortion [1]
relative to the sinus pure waveform of base frequency that
is desirable to the grid. On the other hand, due to the
limitations considered by different standards especially for
the industrial consumers, the decrease of harmonic problems
resulting from load is posed as a necessity. Therefore,
different types of Compensation instruments have been
introduced for this purpose. Passive filters have been
proposed to eliminate the current harmonics and improve
the power coefficient. Although, this filter class enjoys
less simplicity and cost, but due to the line impedance
effect and the likelihood of erupting the resonance
problems of inability to eliminate several harmonic
components enjoy less acceptance. One of these compensation

instruments is passive capacitive-inductive (LC) filter;
these filters cause the improvement of coefficient quality
by simple and cheap designing; however, problems such
as large size, unwanted oscillations has become the reason
to reduce the use of these topologies. [2,3].
The power active filter is one the most efficient
compensating instruments that enjoys large application in
the distribution systems, which have the ability to
eliminate all undesired harmonics of power coefficient
improvement. During few recent decades, different
structures of active filters have been presented and offered
[4,5,6,7]. Nowadays, active filters are used more due to
their better performance as compared to passive filters,
more regulating ability, less size and weight to eliminate
harmonics and improve the power coefficient. The active
filters based on the inverter types, topology, numbers of
phases, and as well as the controlling strategy are divided
into different classes [8]. The working base of active filter
is in this way: the harmonics equivalent to the harmonics
of line current, but to its opposite phase, is injected to the
line to compensate the harmonics of line current [9].
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The use of high-efficiency switching converters is
preferred over voltage regulators with low efficiency. In
many converters an auxiliary circuit is used [10,11]
to provide soft switching conditions. This employed
auxiliary circuit has one or more extra switches that are
the new kind of topology of soft switching implementation.
In reference [12] a number of methods have been
presented to decrease the switch voltage stress. Although,
the use of Snubber circuit in inverter switching reduces
the EMI, but may increase losses in the circuit and as a
result would reduce efficiency [12,13]. During recent
years, soft switching methods have been used to remove
this complication and the performance of inverter for
higher frequencies; in addition, the high withstand voltage
switch should be used that usually the conduction
resistance .i.e. it's RDS (on) gets more and causes the
increase of conductive losses, switch price and efficiency
decrease. On the other hand, the possibility of optimal
designing of magnetic elements is not available due to the
control of varied frequency. The active clamp technique is
also used in some circuits [14,15]. The suggestive soft
switch used in the active filter not only would not cause
the harmonic decrease of current source, but will decrease
the voltage stress intensively at the input of PI controller
block in active power filter.

2. Principles and Practice of Active Filter
with Soft Switch
Nowadays, the use of non-linear loads are growing
strongly that would be a reason to create harmonic current
sources is shown in Figure 1. Therefore, to reduce harmonics
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created in the current source is the cheapest and most
reliable way to use active filter that the soft switch can be
used to improve its performance in active filter control
unit.
Using ZVS-PWM in active filter control circuit
associates abundant privileges:
1. Reduce voltage stress on the active filter components
that the PI controller block can be referred for and
an error signal enters in it.
2. Increasing the efficiency of parallel active filter.
3. Use of appropriate PWM circuit.
4. Decrease of Vdc overshoot voltage at the input of
PI controller.
5. Time reducing to reach an output voltage to an
acceptable value.

2.1. Parallel Active Filter Topology
1. Achieving compensated current proportional to
voltage.
2. Achieving compensated current with the least
effective amount of power that have the ability to
distribute to the main load current.
There are two types of control strategy for active
p-q filters: the theory of instantaneous power and the
theory of time-domain, the time domain are only used
for three-phase circuits and Fourier analysis in the
frequency domain. The time-domain methods are mostly
used to achieve faster with less computations in
comparison with the methods used for frequency domain
[16]. Today, in the majority of active filters, the
instantaneous reactive power theory is used as a control
strategy.

Figure 1. Use of soft switch in the active filter power circuit
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2.2. Instantaneous Powers of P-Q Theory
In the p-q theory of three phase systems, three powers
by using phase voltage and the instantaneous line currents
are introduced in α β 0 axes:
Zero sequence power
(1)

P0 = V0 I 0 .
Real power

(2)

=
P Vα Iα + Vβ I β .
Imaginary power

(3)

=
Q Vα Iα + Vβ I β .

The real power has been calculated using the voltages
and currents of ac direction that is equal to a power that is
obtained as a result of dc current multiplication with dc
voltage coefficient, but the imaginary power is only
calculated in ac direction. In three wired three phases
system there is no zero sequence current components;
hence I0 is equal to zero, it indicates that only the real and
imaginary powers exist in α β axis.
2.2.1. Current Controller Designing to Follow
Reference Current
Parallel active filter can also provide harmonic damping
across the transmission line's length so that to prevent the
harmonics dissemination resulted from the resonance
between series inductance and parallel capacitor, correcting
the power coefficient.
1. Calculate the instantaneous power (Clark Conversion).
2. Choosing compensating power (Instantaneous Power).

3. Dc voltage regulator (PI Controller).
4. Reference current computation (Clark Reverse
Conversion).
5. Flow or current control.
2.2.1.1. Clark Conversion
Αβ0 conversion is known as Clark conversion, that
could convert three-phase instantaneous voltages in
abc .i.e. Va, Vb, Vc to instantaneous voltages in αβ0
axis, Va ،Vb ،Vc. Recently an instantaneous reactive
theory has been presented in a-b-c sequence in [14]
that has no need of coordinate conversion is shown in
Figure 2. And In equation (7, 5) has been shown how
Calculation of Voltage and reference current by Clark
conversion:
1
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In Clark conversion the Instantaneous values of the
phase voltages and line currents related to abc Stationary
axis are transferred to the Stationary axes of αβ and
inversely.

Figure 2. Control block for constant instantaneous power
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2.2.1.2. Choosing Compensating Power (Instantaneous
Power)
Instantaneous power block calculates the instantaneous
power of nonlinear load and determines the behavior of
active filter; in simple expression it selects the real and
imaginary nonlinear load that should be compensated by a
parallel active filter. Also on the base of p-q theory, there
exist only the real and imaginary powers and the zero
sequence power is always zero.

 p  vα
 =
 p  vβ

vβ  iα 
  .
−vα  iβ 



(6)

For the instantaneous power constant from source, the
parallel active filter should be nearby to the non-linear
load carrying location; to compensate the real oscillating
p power. In equation (7) powers finding has been shown
through voltages and currents. The real and imaginary
current power can be decomposed in power systems to p
and p components [16,17,18].

p= p + p
q= q + q
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2.2.1.3. Dc Voltage Regulator (PI Controller)
In practical implementation of a dc voltage regulator a
controller can be used that in fact by this practice the
quantitative amount of average real power Ploss will be
pulled uninterruptedly from the power system to satisfy
the imaginary switching losses of PWM inverter. In
addition, In addition, the smaller the dc capacitance, the
greater cutoff frequency should be chosen for Butterworth
filter for parallel active filter controller. This block by a PI
controller, achieves the reference voltage from proportion
between the determined voltage and capacitor voltage. By
setting the PI controller share that has an important role in
dc voltage regulation, the PI controller system response
can be increased to input. In fact, Ploss is not only the
losses compensator, but also prevents dc voltage changes
from the p low frequency components. Ploss is the loss
obtained from passive elements in active filter that causes
voltage drop of dc capacitor. Therefore, the Ploss signal is
very important to create energy balance in active filter.
The diagram block of PI controller is shown in in Figure 4.

(7)

Medium oscillations powers + oscillating powers
p = instantaneous dc components that is related to the
main component of active current.
p = instantaneous ac components of p that is related to
that group of harmonic currents that is produced by the
active instantaneous power component.
q = is the dc component of instantaneous power and
related to the reactive power produced by the main
components of current and voltage.
q = is the ac component of instantaneous power of q
and related to that class or group of harmonic currents that
is produced by reactive component of instantaneous power.
In addition, p and p express the oscillating and
intermediate components of p. whereas, q and q express
the imaginary part of q. In this article, the parallel active
filter was used to compensate the constant power that this
method provides the optimal compensating ability from
the perspective of energy supply for non-sinusoidal and
unbalanced voltages is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4. PI controller schematic

As well as, the PI controller or the very proportional
block makes the Integrator dc capacitor voltage of same
phase with supply voltage that improves the power factor
of the current supply unit.
2.2.1.4. Reference Current Computation (Clark
Reverse Conversion)
The reference currents of iCα, iCβ active filter are
obtained by converting the signals of compensating
current of i*Ca, i*Cb, i*Cc to coordinates. In equation (8),
the equation of Clark inverse conversion is shown and in
addition, Figure 5 of diagram block related to reference
current calculation shows the instantaneous reactive power
in the theory.
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2

(8)

2.2.1.5. Power Controller Circuit And Compensator
Controller
Figure 3. Optimized power supply obtained from parallel power filter
compensation

1. Power circuit (PWM inverter).
2. Compensator
controller
circuit
Controller).

(Hysteresis
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Figure 5. Clark's reverse conversion block

Figure 6. PWM inverter
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Power circuit of parallel active filter includes three-phase
voltage inverter that is composed of six IGBT pieces and
parallel diodes. The PWM inverter shown in Figure 6
should accurately provide the real oscillating power of p
that is removed from the power supply. Therefore, the
PWM inverter must also have the ability of energy
production and absorption, of course, with zero amounts.
As a result, the PWM inverter must be connected to an energy
storing system (capacitor) that is mounted to a power
circuit. The PWM inverter must have a high switching
frequency circa 10 times equivalent to the highest harmonic
frequency. IGBT parts are used in the PWM inverters that
behave like a controlled current supply and to avoid the
high di/dt, the connection should be made to the main
power system through inductor-series. The PWM inverter
frequency should not be equal to the stimulus resonance
frequency. The Hysteresis Controller is a PWM method
that forces the inverter to act as voltage supply and in
addition, the PWM controller that is used in this paper is a
PWM sinusoidal type controller based on carrier-based
sinusoidal PWM control [16]. This type of switching is
based on the comparison of sinusoidal reference signal
with triangular wave and on the other hand it is the
switching in the main frequency that forces the inverter to
produce a square wave output that has main component
or the amplitude that is direct and appropriate to the
dc voltage through voltage supply. Therefore, the output
frequency and phase can be changed abruptly by
instantaneous regulation of switching, whereas, their
amplitude is changed when the dc voltage is also changed
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7. Hysteresis Controller inverter

All active filters use voltage supply PWM inverter in
practical applications [19].

3. Soft Switch Topology
The ZVS-PWM inverter can widely be used in
power systems and industrial inverters, in addition, this
suggestive inverter is able to be employed in high power
and frequency. As well as, their performance frequency
must be increased to reduce the size and weight of these
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inverters; however, the frequency increase also causes the
switching loss increase, appropriate performance can be
predicted by presenting this technique. The overall
structure of the proposed inverter is composed of a
relatively large inductor at the entrance, one main switch
as well as, two auxiliary switches which are mainly used
in the high current circuits [20].
The proposed ZVS-BOOST inverter that is seen in
Figure 8 consists of 1 main switch with 2 Saux1 and Saux2 ،
auxiliary switches, 4 d1, d2, d3, d4 diodes and 1 Cr and Lr
resonance tank circuit.

Figure 8. Proposed ZVS with auxiliary switch

Initial functioning principle of this inverter is as
follows: the Saux1 auxiliary switch turns on just before
turning on of the main switch, in the meantime the current
flows in the circuit through diode D4 that has been flown
inversely in the circuit and the Cout capacitor has been
fully discharged while its voltage value reaches zero. The
main switch has the ability to turn on with ZVS, just at the
time of full discharge of Cout capacitor. Because of the
presence of Cr and Lr resonance circuit related to
auxiliary circuit current, then (Saux1, Saux2) is almost zero
that the Saux1 switch will be turned on through ZCS.
These conditions also provide ZVS switching at zero
voltage for the main switches as well as for the auxiliary
circuit switches. On the other hand, the additional chip is
not necessary for auxiliary circuit switches and as the
control command for the using IGBT as the switch is of
PWM type; hence, a very simple and cheap controller can
be proposed and presented for it. The privilege of this
proposed converter has been made suitable for high power
applications; in addition, each switch also has a diode in
series with it to prevent the inverse current flow. The
major use of soft switch in active filter controller block is
to decrease the voltage stress the PI controller and
increase the Speed of error detection accuracy in it.

3.1. Resonant Performance of Proposed
Converter
The proposed converter in boost state has 10
different performance conditions in one switching course
of (ts = t0 ~ t9), as shown in Figure 9. it is supposed that all
switches will turn off before the time t0.
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Figure 9. 10 State’s proposed soft switch inverter
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Figure 10. Switching waveforms

3.1.1. The First Condition of (A) Figure
In this mode .i.e. the condition that is t<t0, all inverter
switches are off and the current will arrive through D4 to
output.

=
I Lr (t )

3.1.2. The Second Condition of (B) Figure
In this mode .i.e. the condition that is t0<t< t1 and in t=0
the Saux1 switch is on and current transfers through D4 to
the output. The output stream for transmission is slow,
that is because of the Lr inductor. This method improves
the resetting reverse current of diode D4. The Cr capacitor
voltage equation of Lr current has been calculated:
I Lr (t )
=

Vout
sin(ω1 (t − t0 )),
Z1

VCr (t ) =
Vout − Vout (ω1 (t − t0 )).

(9)
(10)

As well as
(11)

Z1 = Lr ,
Cr

ω1 =

1
Lr Cr

.

auxiliary switch current is the total input currents to
negative polarity of voltage main supply and Cs capacitor
current. The Cr capacitor voltage equation of Lr current is
calculated in this mode:

(12)

The initial amount of Cr capacitor voltage and Lr
inductor current is zero. Due to the fact that the current
can appear in Cout output capacitor, through Saux2
after turning off Saux1 as well as for the sudden decrease,
increase of current in Cout that would cause the
output spike voltage from Ls inductor that is used with
"spike-killer" term which is placed in series with Saux2.
3.1.3. The Third Condition of (C) Figure
In this mode, a situation that is t1<t<t2 and t = t1, with
the discharge of Cout capacitor, that will be done by
changing the polarity of the capacitor, that at this moment
no current will flow through diode D4 and it will act as an
open switch in the circuit, discharging Cr capacitor and Lr
inductor will cause charging of Cs capacitor and the

VCs (t ) =

V1
sin(ω2 (t − t1 )) + I1 cos((ω2 (t − t1 )).
Z2
C



(V1 cos((ω2 (t −t1))−V1+Vout
 Cs


.
 + I Z sin(ω (t −t ))]+ I Lm (t −t ) 
1
2
2
1
1


Cr +Cs



C V1 cos(ω2 (t − t1 )) + VCr (t1 ) 
VC (t ) = −


r
Cs  − I1Z 2 sin(ω2 (t − t1 )) + V1 
I
+ Lm (t − t1 ).
Cr + Cs
=
C Cr ||=
Cs , Z 2

Lr , ω
=
Cr 2

(13)

(14)

(15)

1 .
Cr Lr

In this condition the Lr inductor current will reach its
maximum value that is Vcs − Vcr = 0 that is equal to the
maximum value of auxiliary calculated switch current:
=
V2

I Lm

C
(t2 - t1 ) + s Vo + Vcr (t1 ).
Cr
Cr

(16)

3.1.4. The Fourth Condition of (D) Figure
In this mode, the condition that is t2<t0<t3 and t = t2 the
Cs capacitor has been fully discharged and current
transmits through body diode of main switch; in this mode
the switches can be turned on through ZVS. The Cr
capacitor voltage equation of Lr current is calculated in
this mode:
V
I Lr
=
(t ) I2 cos(ω1 (t − t2 )) − 2 sin ((ω1 (t − t2 )). (17)
Z1
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Vcr ( t ) =
I 2 Z1 sin(ω1 (t − t2 )) +V2 cos((ω1 (t − t2 )). (18)
Lr I 2 L, P − CrV 22
I2 =
Lr

=
V2

I Lm
Cr

.

C
(t2 − t1 ) + s Vo + Vcr (t1 ).
Cr

(19)
(20)

3.1.5. The Fifth Condition of (E) Figure
Under this mode, that is a t3<t<t4 and t = t3 condition,
this condition is similar to the fourth condition and the
current transmits through body diode of main switch that
all relations in this mode are similar to fourth condition.
3.1.6. The Sixth Condition of (F) Figure
In this mode, that is t4<t<t5, no current will transmit
through auxiliary switches and in t = t4 the Cr capacitor
and Lr inductor will be resonance. In this mode Saux1
auxiliary switch can be turned off by ZCS. ZCS circuit is
shown in Figure 11:

3.1.7. The Seventh Condition of (G) Figure
In this mode, that is the situation t5<t<t6 and in t = t5,
the Saux2 auxiliary switch is turned on and the Cr capacitor
is discharged through Lr inductor, the Cr and Lr current
will be zero and Saux2 auxiliary switch can be turned off by
ZCS. Cr capacitor voltage equation of Lr current has been
calculated in this mode
(21)

Vs (=
t ) Vo − Vcr (t ).

(22)

=
I Lr (t ) I Lr , P sin(ω3 (t − t5 )).

3.1.8. The Eighth Condition of (H) Figure
In this mode, that is the situation t6<t<t7, Cout output
capacitor is discharged and the current flow is closed
through the parallel capacitor with Saux1 auxiliary switch,
In addition, the voltage drop across the capacitor is much
smaller than the capacitor Cr. In the following, the
equation related to Saux1 auxiliary switch voltage has been
calculated:
=
V Aux
1 (t ) Z 2 cos(ω4 (t − t6 )) + Z3 .

(23)

Where
Z 2 (t ) = −

V(t6 )
ω42C1Lr

(24)

.

(25)

Z3 = − Z 2 .

ω4 =

1
C1Lr

(26)

.

Cr Caux1
.
C1 =
Cr +Caux1
Figure 11. ZCS circuit

(27)

It should be noted that the Saux1 connected capacitor has
been much less charged than the output capacitor charged.
3.1.9. The Ninth Situation of (I) Figure
In this mode or the condition that is t7<t<t8, the main
switch is turned on and in the meantime the input inductor
current is in dropping state.
3.1.10. The Tenth Condition of (J) Figure
In this mode or the condition that is t8<t<t9 in t = t8,
under such condition all switches are turned off and Cs
capacitor voltage is calculated through following equation:

When Saux1 switch is on and before the current
increases, the drain base voltage almost becomes zero and
as a result of losses we will have lower on-state on the
switch. In addition, the stored energy in capacitor will be
lost between the source and drain stands. On the other
hand this is worth mentioning that this capacitor is of high
importance in higher frequency. In ZCS topology when
the switch is turned off, the voltage across the drain and
source will be close to zero and reversed (i.e. current will
flow through parallel diode to switch) that can prevent the
current direction change (reversing) in the resonant circuit.
Switch is cut off (Figure 12) during the reversal of flow.
So, almost no losses are recorded during the shutdown
[21].

(28)

Vs (=
t ) Vo − Vcr (t ).

Figure 12. Current waveform and ZVS voltage on IGBT bases

As a result, the capacitor voltage of Cr auxiliary circuit
and Cs capacitor are discharged and parallel diode is
reversed, the energy stored in the Cr capacitor is
transmitted to the output.
Table 1. Soft Switch specification
Vin
Vout
Power Out
Main Capacitor
Auxiliary Capacitor
Lr
Cr
Switching frequency
spike-killer inductor

400 V
400 V
2.5 Kw
Cs=5nF
C=2nF
8.3µF
45nF
100kHz
1mH
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Table 2. Active filter specification
Source voltage (peak value)
Source frequency
Coupling inductor
DC bus capacitor
DC bus reference voltage
Resistance of all types of loads
Inductance of inductive load
Capacitance of capacitive load
Inductance of ac regulator
Capacitance of ZVS SoftSwitch

311 V
50 Hz
2 mH
470 μF
400 V
50 Ω
2 mH
4500 μF
2 mH
3500 μF

Figure 15. Source current waveform after applying the active filter

Figure 13. Current waveform before applying active filter

Figure 16. Dc capacitor voltage waveform of Soft Switch output on the
PWM block

Figure 14. Dc capacitor voltage waveform in PWM block

As shown in Figure 15, after starting the parallel active
filter of supply currents become similar to the phase
voltages that means the parallel active filter compensates
very well the reactive power. Strokes exist in supply
current specified in Figure 17 these strokes occur due to
high di/dt in load currents and they cannot be fully
compensated or removed by parallel active filter. To
remove the stroke existing in the source current, greater
di/dt should be permitted in ica, icb, icc compensatory
currents. One way to do this is to decrease the inductor of
L commutation reactors.

Figure 17. Source current waveform after applying active filter
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In this paper, a new topology has been employed using
the soft switching to improve the performance of parallel
active filter (SAPF). The proposed inverter can be used
under ZVS zero voltage switching conditions with high
frequency without using Snubber capacitor. The soft
switching effectively improves the performance of active
filter and lowers the stress voltage level and the switch
voltage strokes and will have reduced EMI dissemination.
In addition, the new topology will eliminate the problem
of reverse recovery of body diode components and in
addition the voltage stress on the PI controller, will greatly
reduce used in the power active filter. The laboratory
model of improved parallel active power filter has been
designed by Soft Switch in the range of 2.5 KVA, and the
experimental results showed the high performance of soft
power switch on the performance of active power filter.
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